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Surfing the Edge of Chaos: The Laws of Nature and the New Laws of BusinessCrown, 2000
Every few years a book changes the way people think about a field. In psychology there is Daniel Goleman's Emotional Intelligence. In science, James Gleick's Chaos. In economics and finance, Burton Malkiel's A Random Walk Down Wall Street. And in business there is now Surfing the Edge of Chaos by Richard...
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SharePoint 2007: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2007
Why did I write this book? Actually, it took an army to write this book (read all of the names on the front cover if you don’t believe me). While I’m credited as the “lead author,” the experience and expertise of everyone who authored content for SharePoint 2007: The Definitive Guide is what is at the center of this work....
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Effectiveness of Air Force Science and Technology Program ChangesNational Academy Press, 2003

	Under mandate of Section 253, Study and Report on
	Effectiveness of Air Force Science and Technology
	Program Changes, of the Fiscal Year 2002 National
	Defense Authorization Act (Public Law 107-107; U.S.
	Congress, 2001), the U.S. Air Force contracted with
	the National Research Council (NRC) to conduct the
	present study. In response,...
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A Fire in the Wilderness: The First Battle Between Ulysses S. Grant and Robert E. LeePegasus Books, 2021

	The riveting account of the first bloody showdown between Ulysses S. Grant and Robert E. Lee—a battle that sealed the fate of the Confederacy and changed the course of American history. 

	

	In the spring of 1864, President Lincoln feared that he might not be able to save the Union. The Army of...
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Local Networks and the Internet: From Protocols to Interconnection (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	A network transmits information from point-to-point from an office, company,

	school, aircraft carrier or, more generally, from anywhere on the planet. Very often

	associated with the Internet, it has completely transformed the design of traditional

	computer systems. To remember this, one need only read the short story by...
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The Romanov Prophecy: A NovelBallantine Books, 2007
Ekaterinburg, Russia: July 16, 1918. Ten months have passed since Nicholas II's reign was cut short by revolutionaries. Tonight, the White Army advances on the town where the Tsar and his family are being held captive by the Bolsheviks. Nicholas dares to hope for salvation. Instead, the Romanovs are coldly and...
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Git MagicCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2010

	Git is a version control Swiss army knife. A reliable versatile multipurpose revision control tool whose extraordinary flexibility makes it tricky to learn, let alone master. As Arthur C. Clarke observed, any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic. This is a great way to approach Git: newbies can ignore its inner...
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King Zeno: A NovelMacmillan Technical, 2018

	A New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice and  a Paris Review Staff Pick

	

	A January Pick by Salon, Town and Country, Southern Living, and LA Magazine


	New Orleans, 1918. The birth of jazz, the Spanish flu, an ax murderer on the loose. The lives of a...
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Analysis of Air-Based Mechanization and Vertical Envelopment Concepts and TechnologiesRAND Corporation, 2001
The Army After Next (AAN) concept of rapidly deployable mechanized battleforces in a tactical environment requires the forces to be readilytransported by vertical, or near-vertical, lift aircraft.  In the nonlinearAAN battlefield, this may require the forces to be deployed near the enemy1ssecond echelon.  The authors examined the performance of the...
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Mastering GruntPackt Publishing, 2014

	Master this powerful build automation tool to streamline your application development


	About This Book

	
		Master the development of your web applications by combining Grunt with an army of other useful tools
	
		Learn about the key tasks behind devops integration and automation so you can utilize...
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Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 24 Hours (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2002
Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 24 Hours, Third Edition presents the key features of SQL (Structured Query Language) in an easy to understand format with updated code examples, notes, diagrams, exercises, and quizzes.  New material covers more information on transactions, constructs, embedded databases, and object-oriented programming.  In this...
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Pro T-SQL 2008 Programmers Guide (Expert's Voice in SQL Server)Apress, 2008
Discussing new and existing features, SQL Server designer and administrator Michael Coles takes you on an expert guided tour of Transact–SQL functionality in SQL Server 2008 in his book Pro T–SQL 2008 Programmer’s Guide. Fully functioning examples and downloadable source code bring Coles’...
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